
Registration guide



Please follow the step-by-step instructions presented below to complete your registration process for telematic 
attendance to Annual General Meeting of Innovative Solutions Ecosystem that will be held on August 8, 2023.



Click on “Annual general meeting” on the company’s website to access the registration form.



The registration form will load on your navigator.



Write your first name in the required field.



Then write your last name.



Select the document type with which you will identify yourself (DNI, NIE, Passport number).



Input the document number, including letters.



Then add your email address.



Then add the amount of shares that you represent.
Note 1: Do not include commas or decimal points.
Nota 2: In case you also have delegated representation, indicate the total number of shares you represent.



Upload a picture of your identity document by clicking “CHOOSE FILE”.



Select the image and click “Open” or “Accept”.



Check that the image was correctly uploaded.



Then add a picture of your attendance card. This will have been provided to you by the entity holding your shares. If
you received it via email as a PDF, upload a screenshot of the attendance card.



Select the image and click “Open” or “Accept”.



In case you have multiple attendance cards, select all of them and click “Open” or “Accept”.



Click “SUBMIT” to finalize the registration process.



The system will send you an email confirming the reception of your data. 



The data sent by the Shareholders who fill in the form will be validated by Innovative Solutions Ecosystem. If 
verification or clarification of the data provided is necessary, this need will be communicated in writing to the email 

address provided by the shareholder.
Prior to the holding of the General Meeting, the validation of the registration will be communicated to the email 

provided by the shareholder.



THANK YOU FOR PARTICIPATING
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